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Holiday Happenings!

Now that the Fall has come to a close, this is a perfect time to refresh, reboot, rethink,
re-evaluate and refocus our Educator energies on the upcoming year.   The majority of
2020 has been a complete whirlwind and your efforts to provide continuity of learning
and development are duly noted! This is also a perfect time to experiment. No need to be
perfect or even close to it! 2020 has brought us to a moment of reckoning, clearer
visions, if you will, that we can use to make an impact in Nursing Education and
Development going forward.

In this months issue, we will explore what learners need (from the tech space) more
than anything else, Educators who have moved from survival mode to thriving and
lessons learned (thus far), escape room fun,  the buzz on collaborative assessments and
even more online tools to try.

If you are a Nurse Educator in academia and you have some time for yourself during
the holiday break, take advantage of professional development opportunities for YOU
so you can sharpen your saw and be ready for the road ahead. Details in the
"Reminders" section.
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A ProDevo Publication
Engage them and they will learn...
A monthly newsletter focusing on educational technology, its integration into Nursing Education and Professional
Development, improved learner engagement and trends that are shaping Nursing Education in the 21st century.



When the pandemic hit, Educators had to go into ERT-emergency
remote teaching-in an effort to maintain continuity of learning. This
meant transferring their in-person content, online, in many cases
within a few days or a week. Many remained in this mode for much
longer than expected, not knowing what the following days were going
to bring. Some Educators though, came out of survival mode and found
ways to thrive for themselves as well as their learners. It is clear that
remote and online learning is not going away anytime soon and
Educators have begun the process of harnessing this once in a lifetime
moment, to make a change in education. Some have decided to stick
with some of the teaching and learning modalities they so swiftly
adopted 9 months ago such as maintaining Zoom and using the
breakout rooms for their remote lessons, continuing to use
gamification, polling, keeping the HyFlex (some learners live, others are
remote and can engage synchronously or asynchronously) environment
to keep class size down, etc.

Educators are beginning to re-think their instructional time-how can it
be better utilized? They are reviewing their course design and re-
evaluating better approaches to content delivery.  They are also trying
to foster and maintain relationships and engagement with their
learners, in preparation for when they return from their holiday recess.
Faculty are also beginning to look at lessons learned with regards to
accessibility and faculty mental capacity. What are some ways you plan
to re-skill and re-energize your education plan in a post-COVID world?  

Sobering Stats
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96%
Percentage of over 16,000 undergraduate students surveyed in
2020 who stated that there was no other technology more
important to them than WiFi. Having power outlets came in
second, but a distant second, at 69%.  This pandemic has definitely
highlighted inequities in access to what is needed for learner
access and success.  Educators have to take this into consideration
as well that while the majority of our learners come in with the
tech in hand,  our focus also needs to turn to those that do not,
how they will be able to manage their course load and engage with
the content. For those that do have a device, the survey also
showed that less than half of students reported being asked (by
faculty) to use the tech they do have to foster deeper learning. 
 Definitely food for thought as we venture into different ways of
engaging our learners...

Focus on Faculty

https://www.edsurge.com/news/2020-11-25-remote-learning-is-not-going-away-soon-this-is-how-to-make-it-better
https://www.insidehighered.com/digital-learning/blogs/online-trending-now/teaching-online-covid-crisis-what-we-have-learned?utm_source=Inside+Higher+Ed&utm_campaign=7a9596798f-DNU_2020_COPY_02&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_1fcbc04421-7a9596798f-236323205&mc_cid=7a9596798f&mc_eid=34b01e22c3
https://library.educause.edu/resources/2020/10/2020-student-technology-report-supporting-the-whole-student?utm_source=Selligent&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Campus_Monthly&utm_content=10-30-2020&utm_term=_&m_i=8UYRwAOOvCev6WTRzO1gsqMUABeZZBbHqXWI_8kvAUfBvjrV03v_pEc55ns7cZQyLT%2BYJucj%2BBQWDd6ztw8BJRP_IL7uHp088n&M_BT=7637676877


How are we continuing to innovate, invigorate, engage and immerse our nurse
learners in their professional development? One way that is becoming very
popular is the use of virtual escape rooms! Escape rooms are a great way to
build on collaboration skills, test knowledge, or even use as an ice breaker,  all
in an active learning environment. Due to COVID restrictions, classic escape
rooms, which typically involve a number of people in a space all working
against a clock to escape their room/circumstance, have now moved to the
online space and its just as invigorating as being in person! Projections show
that up to an estimated 65% of nurses entering the profession will be
millennials. This generation, and the one that is following close behind,
Generation Z, prefer multi modal, interactive approaches to learning.
Gamification strategies to enhance learner engagement is not a new topic but 
 one that is gaining more support in the literature for healthcare education,
especially when it involves ed tech platforms. The below article mentions an
in-person success story of an escape room strategy used for nurses. The folks
at ANPD (Association for Nursing Professional Development) also recently
showcased their webinar of an escape room created and conducted by NPD
practitioners from the University of Kansas Health System. Check out the
ANPD website for more details.

References (or to continue reading):
Gates, J., & Youngberg-Campos, M. (2020). Will You Escape? Validating
Practice While Fostering Engagement Through an Escape Room. Journal for
Nurses in Professional Development, 36(5), 271-276.                    
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NPD Nook

Buzz Talk
Facilitating assessments in our new online environment has proven to be
quite the challenge for Educators in academia. In some situations,  integrity
while taking online tests has been compromised and there have been a
multitude of software additions put into place to curb this behavior. Some,
however, are looking at our new circumstance and beginning to think
differently about assessments, specifically by using collaborative testing.
Collaborative testing (CT), is an active learning strategy where students are
responsible for their learning and testing as a collective. Active learning
approaches such as collaborative testing has been used for decades in
higher education but is still scratching the service in Nursing
undergraduate education. It has been shown to enhance engagement,
improve critical thinking and problem solving skills. Since much of learning
is a social process, learners gain knowledge from their peer interactions as
well, as they are able to share ideas and practice effectively. Read here for
more on how this strategy is something Nurse Educators can consider
embracing for better learner success. When we think about it, when nurses
are taking care of patients, it is a group, collaborative effort and while we
need to be sure our nursing students are grasping the concepts and able to
apply them, it may be a bit easier for that to happen when tested with their
peers, especially during such unusually stressful times. 

Just when you thought you have seen as many tech tools as you can...there's
more!  Now that online learning is probably here to stay for quite a while,
these are some other lesser known tools that educators can try. I plan to try  
few and may report on it for the next newsletter!

 

GAMEGAMEGAME
ONONON

http://anpd.org/
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1557308719302240
https://www.tes.com/news/8-great-online-teaching-tools-you-may-have-missed


For more information about ProDevo, click here

For information about virtual consultation services, click here.

Find and follow me on social!

LinkedIn

Twitter

Facebook

This month you can catch me as a guest on Dr. Barbi Honeycutts'
Lecture Breakers podcast, where we talk about Microlearning and
Mobile Learning and its place in Nursing Education.  Barbi offers an
engaging and lively podcast, where she focuses on sharing
innovative ideas and strategies for breaking up the lecture, 
 increasing student engagement and improve learning--right up my
alley! I had a fantastic time connecting with Barbi and I'm already a
fan of her podcast. Here is the link to check out my episode. Her
podcast can be found on her website and most streaming services,
including Apple podcasts.

I was also featured in the latest blog published by Dr. Natasha
Nurse-Clarke, a leader in online Nursing Education. She has a
robust online educator community on Facebook, where she shares
awesome strategies and thought leadership to being an engaging
online educator. Check out her site here and her FB group here.

Virtual Education Tech sessions are available for scheduling! What are
virtual ed tech sessions you ask? Since COVID has prevented me from
being there to help you on your journey to understanding how to better
leverage ed tech, I can meet you where you are...virtually! Each session
provides fellow Nurse Educators, from navigation to integration, with
consultation on various ed tech platforms and best practice strategies for
integration into your course design and content delivery. I cover ed tech
tools used for video conferencing, remote & online learning, gamification
and collaborative platforms, that illicit an active learning environment and
improved learner engagement. 

My goal is met when clients have a better understanding of what is
available in the ed tech space, a minimal comfort level with at least trying
the platform and knowing that I helped a fellow Nurse Educator begin
their journey in changing the landscape of teaching and learning for
future and current nurses.  

No more searching Google to figure out how to use a tech tool! Get help
from a fellow Nurse Educator--schedule your virtual ed tech session
TODAY! If you want, bring a friend! I host small (2-5 learners) and large
(6-10 learners) group virtual sessions as well! Visit here to learn more.

This wraps the December issue of a ProDevo Publication. I hope
the content and resources were helpful. Look out for the next
issue, next month in 2021!! Wanted to also wish you and yours a
Healthy, Safe and Happy Holiday season!

Before you go, check out the Reminders and Features
below! A new element added to the newsletter!

 

Authors Corner
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Features Reminder

https://www.prodevogroup.com/
https://edtechfornursinged.teachable.com/courses
http://linkedin.com/in/renee-davis-msn-rn-npd-bc-52a9965
http://twitter.com/ProDevo
https://www.facebook.com/ProDevo-Design-and-Consulting-Group-437995240273816
https://barbihoneycutt.com/blogs/podcast/episode-63-how-microlearning-can-improve-retention-and-increase-engagement-with-renee-davis
http://barbihoneycutt.com/LB63
http://barbihoneycutt.com/LB63
https://natashanurseclarke.mykajabi.com/blog/a-deeper-dive-into-educational-technology
https://natashanurseclarke.mykajabi.com/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/theonlineeducator
https://www.facebook.com/groups/theonlineeducator
https://www.prodevogroup.com/book-online

